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Some notes for your convenience 
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• We are not trained trainers – just trying to share with your our knowledge

and experience (from MS and region) in good faith

• We are not specialized in all aspects – we understand the

comprehensiveness of the project delivery - particularly of the project

preparation process needed to justify public investments (with a focus on

attracting available and eligible EU Grants)

• For specific aspects (e.g. E(S)IA, CBA) we rely on our colleagues,

Beneficiaries, TCS and IFIs – so, in addition, we facilitate the whole

process

• When working with you, we expect to be considered members of your

teams (to the possible extend)

• Slides are only a sort of guide (will try to follow it but can be deviations)

• The intention of the whole workshop is to be of added value for you –

PLEASE INTERUPT: ASK, CORRECT, COMMENT …

INTERACTIVITY IS THE BASIC ASSUMPTION FOR THE 

WORKSHOP 



Project cycle Management (PCM)
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Definition 

(EU)

The Project Cycle Management (PCM) represents the whole

of management activities and decision-making procedures

used during the life cycle of a project, including: KEY TASKS,

ROLES AND RESPONSABILITIES, KEY DOCUMENTS and

DECISION OPTIONS.

Project cycle management keeps projects within the policy

objectives of the organization that initiated the project. It also

helps projects stay relevant to the strategy that had been

agreed upon, along with the needs of stakeholders and/or

customers

EU guidelines In 1992, the European Commission adopted the “Project

Cycle Management” (PCM), a set of project design and

management tools based on the Logical Framework

Approach, which was already widely used by many donors,

including several Member States and the WB group.

Last Guidance of 2004 (some aspects although perhaps

outdated are still relevant)

Worth reading!



PCM – Aims
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PCM helps 

to ensure 

that: 

• projects are supportive of overarching policy 

objectives of the EC and of development partners; 

• projects are relevant to an agreed strategy and to 

the real problems of target groups/beneficiaries; 

• projects are feasible, meaning that objectives can 

be realistically achieved within the constraints of 

the operating environment and capabilities of the 

implementing agencies; and 

• benefits generated by projects are likely to be 

sustainable.



PCM – Supporting Aspects
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To support 

the 

achievement 

of these 

aims PCM: 

• requires the active participation of key 

stakeholders and aims to promote local ownership; 

• uses the Logical Framework Approach (as well as 

other tools) to support a number of key 

assessments/analyses (including stakeholders, 

problems, objectives and strategies); 

• incorporates key quality assessment criteria into 

each stage of the project cycle; and 

• requires the production of good-quality key 

document(s) in each phase (with commonly 

understood concepts and definitions), to support 

well-informed decision-making



Stages
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Decision making process
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Stage The questions to answer

Programming • What are the country’s priorities (compliance with 

EU, regional and national objectives)?

Identification • What can be done to address the real problems of 

the context? To go on?

• Is the identified project worth financing its next 

stage (is there a potential “business case”)?

Formulation • Is the identified project feasible? 

• Is it worth financing its next phase?

Implementation • Were expected results produced efficiently?

Evaluation & Audit • Were planned benefits achieved & in compliance 

with the rules? 

• Lessons learned for next cycle? 



What is “Logical Framework Approach”?
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• it is an analytic process and set of 

management tools used to support 

project planning and management

• It provides a set of interlocking 

concepts which are used as part of 

an iterative process to aid structured 

& systematic analysis of a project or 

programme idea

• it should be considered an “aid to 

thinking” in project management

• it allows project information to be 

analyzed and organised in a 

structured way

• (LIKE PROJECT CYCLE 

MANAGMENET) USED SINCE 

EVER BUT STANDARDISES THE 

APPROACH AND PRESENTATION



LF Approach and LogFrame Matrix?

LFA is an iterative process 

including:

LogFrame matrix (LFM) is a 

way of presenting:

• Stakeholders analysis

• Problem analysis

• Hierarchy of objectives

• Intervention logic

• Definition of objectives

• Selection of strategies

• Crucial external factors, critical to the 

project’s success (assumptions)

• Monitoring and Evaluation indicators  

and Sources of Verification
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LFA and LFM-Practical application
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1. Not a magic solution but it is an effective analytical and management 

tool if appropriately applied; 

2. Not a substitute for experience and professional judgment;

3. Should be applied with other specific tools:

• Institutional Capacity Assessment

• Economic and financial analysis (state-aid)

• Gender analysis

• Environmental, climate and social (NOT IN PCM) impact analyses;

4. Should be used with working techniques that promote/facilitate effective 

stakeholder participation;

5. The process of applying the analytical tools of LFA in a participatory 

manner is as important as the documented matrix output;

6. The quality of the product is primarily dependent on the skills and 

experience of those involved in its application;



Programming (PCM Guidelines)
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The purpose 

(PCM 

Guidelines)

• Programming documents set out the strategic 

choices for EC co-operation, on the basis of the 

EU’s and the country’s priorities, making possible 

the setting of priorities within and across sectors 

and the choice of appropriate aid delivery 

modalities (in the context of (7-year) programming 

periods)

• EU Legal Framework

• STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES ON EU, REGIONAL 

AND NATIONAL LEVEL CHANGE WITH TIME –

SMOOTH TRANSITION MUST BE ENSURED

• Strategic planning shall be done in comprehensive 

way irrespectively of future sources of financing for 

specific projects



Programming (with ref to WBIF) – (1/3)
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WBIF 

Guide 
• Single Project Pipeline (SPP) where each country's 

national investment projects are being prepared and 

prioritised based on the sectoral priorities.

• SPP is the result of a process, starting with project 

identification at line ministry level, followed by a strategic 

relevance assessment, involvement of key stakeholders 

(such as the EUD, IFIs, etc.) and a prioritisation process, 

resulting in Single Sector Project Pipelines (SSPP).

• SSPPs are subsequently merged into the SPP which is 

then endorsed by the National Investment Committee 

(NIC) in each Beneficiary’s country.

• NIC brings together national high-level political and 

financial decision makers as well as the NIPACs and line 

Ministries of the respective sectors.

• DOES IT WORK AS INTENDED?



Programming (with ref to WBIF) – ctd (2/3)
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WBIF 

Guide 

• WBIF interventions areas stemming from the Economic and Investment 

Plan for the Western Balkans  (EIPWB) ensure the “policy first” approach. 

• Sets out that significant investment should be directed towards sustainable 

transport infrastructure in WB

• Investments in transport to be future-proof and sustainable (through 

climate-proofing and mainstreaming) in line with the Guidelines for the 

Implementation of the Green Agenda for the Western Balkans embedded 

in EIPWB (e.g. rehabilitation of the rail network, deployment of Intelligent Transport Systems, 

multimodal transport solutions and modal shift. These investments should also be aligned with 

the Smart and Sustainable Transport Strategy (SSTS) priorities, the ‘do no significant harm’ 

principles and the Paris Agreement.)

• Progress to be made on both the implementation of technical standards 

and connectivity reform measures (e.g. aligning/simplifying border 

crossing procedures, railway reform including unbundling and third-party 

access, information systems, maintenance schemes, road safety) -

completion of the indicative extension of TEN-T Network to WB and 

accelerating full alignment with the EU acquis (TRANSPORT TREATY).

• The regional action plans on transport facilitation, rail, road, road safety 

and waterborne transport and mobility shall act as frameworks for 

investments.



Programming (with ref to WBIF) – ctd (3/3)
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WBIF 

Guide 

• Overall, for Programming with reference to EC co-operation (grant

financing), the eligibility is one of driving aspects

• Frequently, Programming made based on available financing but 

not on actual priority needs, leading on sub-optimal solutions (and 

postponing the generation of planed benefits); 

• Investments and reforms (ref to Transport Treaty) must be 

considered and implemented  simultaneously; 



Identification and Formulation - (1/3)
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• Detailed aspects are subject to further sessions 

covering the project preparation process

• Only main features covered



Identification and Formulation - ctd (2/3)
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Practical 

aspects

• Sometimes, those stages can be merged (i.e. clear business case exists)

• Sometimes those stages are artificially merged 

Identification • Analysis problems, needs and interests of stakeholders.

• Sets reasonable objectives.

• Identifies project ideas consistent with the priorities.

• Ensures active involvement and discussion with key stakeholders.

• Assesses the project ideas at pre-feasibility study level.

• Select preferred STRATEGIC option(s) – potential business case

• Define what further studies may be needed (to confirm the business case) 

Formulation • For preferred STRATEGIC project options, assess all relevant aspects at 

feasibility study level (option analysis).

• Relevant aspects: Planning context, market/demand, engineering, social 

and environmental issues, climate change, operation, maintatance, 

economic and financial viability, etc..

• Prepare project design (considering planned implementation aspects and 

national legal framework)

• Prepare procurement/implementation strategy, financing plan and 

demonstrate institutional capacity (for implementation and O&M).

• Stakeholder consultation and approvals management



Identification and Formulation - ctd (3/3)
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Pre-feasibility vs. feasibility study (more in next session)

Studies at 

pre-feasibility 

level (PFS): 

• Pre-feasibility level studies, usually conducted during the 

identification phase, ensures that all problems are identified and 

alternative solutions (options) are assessed. They usually lead to 

the selection of the preferred  SRATEGIC option(s) that will 

thereafter be studied in more detail during the feasibility study stage 

(potential feasible “business case” exists).

Studies at 

feasibility 

level (FS):

• Feasibility level studies should design the project in full operational 

detail (the scope and limits), taking account of all e.g. policy, 

technical, economic, financial, institutional, management, 

environmental, climate change, socio-cultural, O&M gender-related 

aspects. They should provide sufficient information to justify 

acceptance of the proposed project for financing (proofs that the 

project is feasible).

• When PFS is needed? - subject to experience and due-diligence 

• Methodological guidelines for all aspects EXIST (+ national legislation)

• Good quality ToRs (including national considerations)

• Core activities of JASPERS



Main issues in Project Preparation
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• Attempt to reduce the time (to political mandates (4 years)?) – ad-hoc 

approach (project Preparation may take many years);

• Lack of national (and in-house) knowledge of and experience in the 

methodologies (EU recognized) - Lack of appropriate analysis of the actual 

problems and needs, option analyses => pre-set solutions;

• Lack of national commitment and ownership of the process (staff turn-

over?, external consultants – disharmonized approach of IFIs )

• Reluctance (and fear) of changes (new solutions / approaches including 

re-organisation, environment, social, climate, state-aid, operation, 

maintenance, affordability and sustainability) influenced sometimes also 

politically and by the infrastructure companies (interrelated); or the other 

extreme: aiming for over-ambitious requirements; 

• Project Preparation (or identification and formulation) mostly seen as an 

unnecessary bureaucracy which takes time (and money) instead of 

constructing something – lack of familiarization with relevant (EU) 

regulations (which (mostly) reflect good practice), underestimated budgets 

and poor ToRs (insufficient investigation works) => inadequate quality  

(main issues for quality of INV GAFs and further implementation);



Implementation - (1/3)
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• Not subject of the Workshop (for info only)

• Common understanding everywhere (from contract signing) 

• “Visions and plans become reality” - delivers the results, 

achieves the purpose(s) and contributes effectively to the 

overall objective of the project

• When implementation starts? 

 Formally: after completion of formulation (preparation 

of TDs?)

 Practically (and how perhaps it should be seen): at the 

initial project stage! mistakes of preparation result in 

snowball effect in implementation (time and money) 

and O&M (sustainability)



Implementation – ctd. (2/3)
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• IMPLEMENTATION IN PCM? 

Extensive (EU) framework for preparation but fairly silent on actual

implementation – why?

• Basically, all responsibilities for actual implementation assigned to 

National Promoters / Authorities (also linked to national legislation) –

decentralized management mode

• However, a lot of monitoring and auditing activities! 



• IMPLEMENTATION IN PCM? 

• Monitoring: On-going assessment of project progress towards planned 

results (IFIs do it as well).

• Sensible idea but large omissions are too costly and time consuming  

for a LEARNING PROCESS! However, close monitoring helps to re-

plan (adjust)  the activities and ensures “lessons learned” for the 

future.  

Implementation – ctd. (3/3)
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• Evaluation: “An evaluation is an assessment, as systematic and objective as 

possible, of an on-going or completed project, programme or policy, its design, 

implementation and results” (OECD Development Assistance Committee).

Assessment of 5 criteria: efficiency, effectiveness, impact, relevance and 

sustainability of the project.

Purpose:

1. Transparency / Accountability

2. Improve Operational Performance 

• Audit (starts already during implementation):

Primary focus on financial aspects and (sound) financial management. 

Assessment of legality & regularity of project expenditure and income, as well 

as of efficiency and effectiveness of use of funds.

Evaluation & Audit
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A note (ref to Slide 17)
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As noted by the World Bank in 1998 (from PCM):

“Aid agencies have a long history of trying to “cocoon” 

their projects using free-standing technical assistance, 

independent project implementation units and foreign 

experts – rather than trying to improve the institutional 

environment for service provision…. They have 

neither improved services in the short run nor led to 

institutional change in the long run”

National commitment, ownership and institutional 

capacity:

A BASIC CONDITION FOR PROJECT SUCCESS

(External TAs to provide needed support)



Introduction into the main topics 
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• TA GAFs shall identify the scope of the activities to ensure that all the 

needed steps of the project preparation process are adequately 

performed (including consideration of the national aspects (technical and 

legal), including the language). Sometimes preparation done from 

national budgets!

• INV GAFs only summaries the results of the project preparation process 

(including the plans for project implementation and O&M)

• IFICO performed trainings, but it seems predominantly to NIPACs and on 

the level of GAFs

• The subject workshop tries to present the project preparation process 

through the main steps and outputs. It is not intended to go in depth for 

each of the steps as the participants shall not be experts in all those 

areas.

• CBA GUIDE 2014-2020 and Vademecum of 2021 

• It is suggested to use the same process for all public investments 

(irrespectively of planned potential source of financing – it can change)”; 



Project appraisal process(CBA Guide)
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INV GAFs  - (1/9)
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• All aspects of Project Preparation included (but maybe not in a very 

structured way; the same with Application Forms for ESIF)

• INV GAFs only summaries the results of the project preparation process 

(including the plans for project implementation and O&M)



INV GAFs – ctd. (2/9)
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INV GAFs – ctd. (3/9)
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INV GAFs – ctd. (4/9)
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INV GAFs – ctd. (5/9)
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INV GAFs – ctd. (6/9)
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INV GAFs – ctd. (7/9)
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INV GAFs – ctd. (8/9)
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INV GAFs – ctd. (9/9)
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TA GAFs – (1/5)
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• TA GAF Template appears to be too “heavy” (some of requirements  

similar to INV GAF Template - section 16~19) – difficult to cover 

everything (and not all is possible), e.g.:

• ) – difficult to cover everything (and it is not needed) , e.g.:



TA GAFs – ctd. (2/5)
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• Indicative project status and timing (&20); Coherence with WBIF objectives, 

EU policies, adopted national strategies (&21) … Institutional framework 

(&23), (Indicative) Project budget and financing plan (&24), Risk 

assessment (&28), Indicative Calendar (&33) – almost same as in INV GAF; 

Sustainability shall be proved in Project Preparation! 



TA GAFs – ctd. (3/5)
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• Climate mitigation and adaptation (&29) shall be dealt with during Project 

Preparation! 



TA GAFs – ctd. (4/5)
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• The most important Section 30 – it SHALL BE BASED ON DRAFT 

ToRs (Task scoping and budget) for TA! ToRs shall be drafted before 

TA GAFs by the national authorities (the Beneficiaries but not IFICO) 

and shared with IFICO for checking, harmonization finalization, and 

acceptance by the parties?! 



TA GAFs – ctd. (5/5) - some tips
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• Long-lasting activities (large gaps between various phases, repetition/up-

date of some phases due to obsoleteness – lack of financing/planning);

• Adequate assessment of all available documents (including strategies 

and strategic objectives) and validity and correctness of the information –

problem and needs assessment!

• Other on-going and planned projects – can we manage it from the 

institutional capacity and operational constrains? Can market deal with it? 

Will  our activities lead to artificial price increase? International 

contractors/consultants but LOCAL LOGISTIC? 

• Financing? Proper planning (indicative calendar)? for future steps 

(involvement of IFIs! – clarifications on national level (ministry of finance))

• Inter-sectoral (and regional) consultations and coordination (particularly 

in railway sector)

• CREATE A DEDICATE PROJECT MANAGEMENT UNITS (at least core 

teams!!) – the OWNERSHIP throughout the project cycle (PIUs usually 

created (forced) only in context of financing agreements with IFIs!)

• Ad-hoc approach is not planning and usually contra-productive



THANK YOU – Project Cycle in Pictures
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Assen is going to take us through the main aspects of the Project Preparation 

QUESTIONS / COMMENTS / ADDs? 


